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investment in the Hotel industry. This then completes
their end-to-end service equation, from providing
‘seats
on
planes’
to
‘bums
on
beds’.

Word from FINTEL [MCBD]
Bula.
Appreciate the opportunity
contribute to this column.

to

The LMCC Team is to be
congratulated of their work to
date. They have lived, and are
urged to continue with same, to
the INTELSAT motto of ‘team work
has no limit’.
The telecommunications landscape has changed,
and FINTEL has embraced and adapted with
enthusiasm and with the positive ‘bring it on’ attitude
to the new competitive market.
Whilst the adaptation has been immediate from some
sectors of the workforce, others may still need time to
hop onto the new bandwagon of culture change
critical to the new environment. But the momentum
has and will only be forward moving in an environment
of more enthusiasm, innovation, collaboration and
fun.
We should all consider ourselves fortunate to be part
of the FINTEL team in the new market. Our lean and
mean structure will no doubt take us through this
transition, putting in place a firm foundation for a new
FINTEL into the future. The competitive market in any
industry today is about providing a quality and cost
effective end-to-end service.
Control or at least
having a competitive edge in the retail market is a
necessary ‘must have’.
Our national airline is just one example. Their core
business was mainly focused on providing international
travel. They relied and expected the same efficient
service from the domestic and regional carriers, to
provide a satisfying end-to-end service to the flying
public.
This reliance was mainly on trust and
partnership but with no firm decision making or
control.
The strategic business decision was not only on the
birth of a domestic and regional carrier, but also the

Collaboration and partnership continues to be the
strategy in their search for new destinations, as they
spread their wings further away from the traditional
Australia and New Zealand markets.

Eid Mubarak to our Muslim brothers and sisters and to
our Hindu brothers and sisters a joyful Diwali this month.
Christmas will follow and the significance in all these
celebrations is the victory of ‘light over darkness’.
May the radiance of ‘The light’ continue to be our
guide as we journey together as one Fintel Team.
G.Samisoni
Manager Commercial & Business Development

"The spirit, the will to win, and the will to excel are the
things that endure. These qualities are so much more
important than the events that occur." - Vince Lombardi

Southern Cross Cable Network Capacity
Facts!
The SCCN is 30,500km in length & consists of two
separate cables linking Australia, New Zealand, Fiji,
Hawaii and US West Coast.
Both Strands of the network contain six optical fibers
(a total of 120 gigabits per second) between
Sydney and Hawaii, and eight fibers (160 gigabits
per second) between Hawaii and the US West
Coast. Signals can be transmitted simultaneous
around both sides of the network to deliver fully
protected capacity.

Southern Cross is designed to have network
availability of 99.999% which equates to 50 minutes
of network down time every 10 years.

Obituary – Mr. Ajay Kumar
On 23rd August, 2009, one of our
employees, Ajay Kumar passed away at
his home
At the time of his passing, Johnny as he is
widely known had served FINTEL for
25years.
He will always be remembered with sadness and fondness.
May his soul rest in peace.
LMCC CO-Chair Mr. S Samuta
Greetings to all the readers of this issue of “Vibes”.
As the co-coordinator for LMCC, I take this time to
thank all the staff and family members who turned up
in large numbers in the recent FINTEL and Kidanet
Sports day program that was held at the Suva
Grammar grounds on Saturday 26th September, 2009.

Your participation has indeed made the whole
program a success and some of the objective(s) of
the establishment of LMCC was directly achieved and
one of them was the “fostering of goodwill and
relationships between employer and employee”
objective. Even though the preparation during the
lead up to the games was slightly affected by
unfavorable weather conditions, the fine display of
skills and fitness on the ground was evident that
participants were still very fit and healthy.
Perhaps I should also take this opportunity to thank the
HOD’s who gave their blessings for the tournament
with their support in cash and kind on some of the
Sports day’s logistic costs. Lastly I intend to thank all
the LMCC Committee members who worked tirelessly
behind the scene with the various logistic programs of
the games especially before and during the Sports
Day. As the CEO FINTEL has indicated, this tournament
will now feature every year and we can only grow and
improve along with future organization of such event.

Staff Profile Eroni Waqairagata
Operations Officer
Length of time
FINTEL: 30 years

employed

at

Highlights & Experience:
Only surviving member from the
initial group recruited within the
company to set up the then
"Operations Department" now
known as CBD.
I joined the company during the old Telegraph era
when our own CTO (Central Telegraph Office and
now CSC) was the hub of activities for Fiji. All
corporate companies in Suva used to have monthly
accounts with us. And from these accounts levels,
Private Telegraph links (IPLC) were offered to big
organizations including Embassies. Then Telex
Machines, Facsimile Machines. Also, all international
calls were made and received at Mercury House.
CTO operated on four (4) shifts; Morning - from
8.00am, Mid-day at 01.00pm, Afternoon from
4.00pm and Midnight from 12.00 midnight. Working
wise, those were the good old days of working.
Changes you have witnessed in FINTEL?
Very big changes have taken place especially on
the technologies and products sides. From purely
Manual Operations to Semi-automatic then to Full
Automatic modes of transmissions, then the
mediums - Analogue to Digital transmissions. On the
products side - from the old public bureau services
such as Telegraph, Telex, Bureaufax & calls to &

from booths to those modern means available
today.
What Changes would you like to see at FINTEL?
I want to see improvement in the FINTEL as family &
team relationship. The LMCC sports day was a step in
the positive direction.
Any advice to staff?
Please value (take good care of) the relationship that
you have established with this very good company
and employer.

FINTEL DONATES TO YOUNG MINI
GAMES ATHELETES

Fintel Fiji, the telecommunications company which
signed up to FASANOC’s Partners For Gold
fundraising programme, then won the major
Partners for Gold prize, has donated the cash value
of their prize, plus more, to young Pacific Mini
Games athletes. (Source: FASANOC)
Early this month, FINTEL Management and Staff
donated $6,562.00 to Fiji Red Cross Society to assist
in the rehabilitation program for the surviving
tsunami victims.
We take this opportunity to thank the Company
and Staff for your contributions towards this worthy
course.

DID U KNOW??
LMCC managed to obtain pics of a 1930’s Cable
Office building now known as Mercury House or FINTEL
building, Customer Service Centre now KIDANET Kiosk,
1st Floor currently F&R and the Engine room
ENGINE ROOM,HEADOFFICE

OHS
Let’s talk Tsunami!

An artist's rendering of tsunami wave shoaling
We do sympathies with our Pacific Island Neighbors
for the loss of dear ones and belongings caused by
the devastating tsunami. For us, it is a wake up call
and definitely proactive measures have to be
taken.
Management is already embarking in developing a
disaster plan that will map out areas of awareness,
planning and protection of life and properties.
‘’Climate change is upon us. Extreme weather
events such as floods, droughts, cyclones and
accompanying waves and tidal surges are already
impacting communities globally. For Pacific Island
countries these natural hazards and rising sea level
pose serious challenges that cannot be wished
away.’’ [Source: USPBeat, Volume 8]

KIDANET NEWS
Introduction
The last three months have seen us gearing for the
west launch. Our sales consultant has made the move
down to Nadi and has started to establish the good
name of Kidanet and the service we offer. To date we
have signed close to 60 corporate customers with a
good return for the company.
Traditionally the focus for our business has always been
the more lucrative corporate market. This is a well
known fact in the company and the prescribed goals
set for our staff have been geared towards that. The
premise is that corporate customers are high value
because of the monetary returns derived from one
corporate customers is greater.
Business Trend
The trend has seen the market shift more towards the
Mobile Broadband side. Vodafone, who is a customer
of ours, is very strong on providing this solution
because of their almost nationwide coverage.
Connect with their CDMA product also offers the
same. This is a natural progression for the market, as
individual customers want more personal broadband.
Customers not only want to have broadband at home

or the office, but they also want broadband on the
move. People want to have access to the internet
anywhere any time.
For Kidanet, our current deployed technology is the
Fixed WiMax platform. This therefore dictates that our
focus should be targeted towards corporate
customers, although we do offer to a wider market
segment. Fixed wireless CPEs are quite expensive.
The trend has also seen our competitors offer a
capped service, customers pay a base fee of $39 a
month and given only 3Gigs Data download, they pay
more once they exceed. Kidanet has chosen to be
different by offering unlimited download.
How is Kidanet Coping
Kidanet still offers the best service for money given our
unlimited service with no data cap. This has very wide
market appeal. Customers are not penalized for how
much they download or use, although we have a few
customers that take this rule to the limit, to the point of
abusing the privilege. However we are established as
an ISP and we continue to gain customers from all
segments of the market.
Looking forward
Kidanet will be embarking on another exciting phase
to roll out our services to our customers. The market
shift has seen other ISP’s offering mobile broadband,
however our focus will be more on WiFi with the
capability to penetrate hard into the residential
market in the months to come. This is exciting because
we anticipate wide market acceptance given its
price point, and it gives KIDANET a solution to
effectively compete in the residential market.
We know that to be successful in our given business,
we must recognize that the most important person for
our business is the Customer. Our corporate culture
continuously aligns our values with that of the
customer. To maintain unparallel service to our
customers we are always receptive to their needs and
wants. This is the only way to move ahead in this
increasingly competitive market.

Editorial
This edition marks our 3rd issue of ‘Vibes”. Thanks to
the LMCC team and the readers - KIDANET & FINTEL
employees. Without you, Vibes will not be
strumming.
We want you to send us your comments and
suggestion to help the editorial team.

1. What are your favorite sections of
newsletter?
2. What do you think about this issue or the
past 2 issue?
3. Any
comments
or
ideas
regarding
newsletter?

KIDANET TEAM

We are happy to receive all your suggestions.

Sports Day Limelight
Smiles on there faces says a lot about the success of
the FINTEL & KIDANET sports day. We live you with these
pictorials…

CBD staff..
FINANCE & RISK TEAM

VARIOUS ACTIVTIES & HUMAN RESOURCE & LOGISTICS TEAM

Bring it on!

That’s enough Luke! –

Think Tank! – Go Finance

Macu Tokalauvere receiving award for N&T department

Network & Technology Team

ACTIVITIES DURING SPORTS DAY

CBD TEAM CAPTAIN GEORGIA SAMISONI RECEIVING THE WINNER OF
THE VOLLEYBALL AWARD FROM CE(KIDANET), JONE WESELE

Collective Union Agreement (2006 – 2008)

ERP / R&R / CUA corner

Article 5 (3) RESUMPTION OF
DUTIES AFTER ANNUAL LEAVE

We have allocated this column to
appraise employees on ERP / R&R
and CUA clauses.

Staff will not be allowed to
return to duty on overtime or
Sunday and Public Holiday
duty direct from taking annual
leave. This rule will apply
irrespective of the length of the
leave taken.

A timely REMINDER to all employees – Please find time
to read these documents.

Rules & Regulation

1.2

ADDRESSES, MARRIAGES AND BIRTHS

1.2.1

Every employee must lodge with the
Company his/her address, and the
name, relationship and address of
his/her next-of-kin.
Any subsequent
changes to the above information must
be promptly notified to the Company.

1.2.2

Staff temporarily residing or on leave
away from their normal address should
inform the Company as to how they
can be contacted.

1.2.3

On change of Civil Status from "Single"
to "Married", staff should advise the
Company of the name of their spouse
and the date of marriage by
forwarding a copy of the Marriage
Certificate.

1.2.4

Staff should advise the Company of the
name and date of birth of each child
by forwarding a copy of the Birth
Certificate.

Employment Relations Promulgation
SICK LEAVE
(a) 68 (4) A registered medical practitioner who
knowingly issues a medical certificate to a
worker whom the registered medical
practitioner knows is capable of work
commits an offence as does the worker who
sought the medical certificate.

-------------------------------------------------------------

Coming up next…..


LMCC talks to Mr. Vamarasi (MFR)

